Agro development in Nigeria – The vision
and directive to success

INC- Israel Nigeria Center

Abstract
Nigeria with the largest economy in Africa has set a goal to expand agro production
and replace imports as well as creating a surge in employment opportunities.
This ambitious goal of the government to triple domestic production has to be based
on the following TEN PRINCIPILAS:
1) Address FOOD SECURITY and prioritize crops and fields to expand.
2) Introduce more MODERN TECHNOLOGY and expand its implementation
3) Provide TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER for each and every farmer.
4) Provide and arrange SERVICES of Mechanization, farm supply (fertilizers,
seeds. etc) and crop processing (Post harvest) that every farmer can reach.
5) Provide CAPACITY BUILDING and HUMAN EMPOWERING to farming
communities, to strengthen their ability to cooperate, learn and work
together.
6) Create an environment for PRIVATE INVESTORS from Nigeria and abroad to
join in and set-up AGRO INDUSTRY, SERVICE INDUSTRY as well as PRIVATE
FARMS.
7) EXPAND the arable FARMING AREA to more regions in all States whilst
protecting the environment in sustainable way.
8) Use RELETIVE ADVANTAGES when developing any initiative. Don’t fight
nature and use technology to overcome barriers.
9) PLAN ECONOMICALLY and set clear targets for farmers profit and living
standards.
10) The Federal or State government has the responsibility to set-up a clear
AGRO DEVELOPMENT POLICY that will lead the process.
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Steps and Timeline for implementation:
I.

Present the initiative and agree on the frame of project.

II.

Conduct a detailed survey at the chosen sites. The survey can be executed
21 days from confirmation (latest). It will take 7 days to conduct it and
submitting the written report another 45 days.

III.

Arrange financing and other legal bindings.

IV.

Activate project implementation.

About INC
Tabar Group was founded for launching out into business projects in the tourism and
agriculture related businesses both within the borders of Israel and abroad.
Our aim is to further the quest for a better world, to improve human kind and to upgrade
their welfare.
We are focused on helping in development of international businesses, counseling them and
helping them by using our professional experience and skills, our team, our best institutes
here in Israel that we collaborate with in different sectors and our international connections
and relationships.
All these gives us the capability to fashion out suitable business plans for each enterprise;
beginning from the idea, counseling, short term plan, long term plan, etc.'
INC- ISRAEL NIGERIA CENTER:
In Tabar Group, we established the Israel Nigerian Center (INC) arising from the desire to
provide sustainable development and welfare schemes for Nigerians in different schemes
for Nigerian in different sectors such as agriculture, tourism and other areas.

